
ML Engineer
Portland, Oregon or Remote (US)

Wild Me is a small non-profit focused on creating and maintaining open source software and
machine learning models to support wildlife biologists, researchers, and conservationists across
the globe. Our staff are software professionals and machine learning engineers, and our work
helps speed and scale field conservation efforts as they seek to combat extinction. To learn
more about us, please see this short set of videos about Wild Me made by The Tech Interactive.

Summary:
As our Machine Learning (ML) Engineer, you will be responsible for assessing and developing
new solutions to computer vision problems that plague our customers. You must be a voice for
machine learning best practices to balance against ever evolving user and development needs.
You will synthesize and apply academic knowledge in a practical environment, growing our tool
suite and refining our model coverage while working with an enthusiastic team that loves
building ML models from images and metadata of some of the planet’s most amazing animals.
Some of your example job responsibilities include:

● Reading new computer vision papers and understanding related GitHub codebases for
animal classification, detection, segmentation, re-identification, and more.

● Working with academic researchers to create plugins for third party algorithms and
hardening them for production use.

● Meeting with biologists and data brokers for new species and identifying the ML
challenges they face and then offering existing tools or new solutions to their automation
needs.

● Utilizing headless Ubuntu servers in a datacenter (or cloud) that have GPUs for
accelerated training.

● Training, retraining, analyzing performance, and finally deploying ML models and code
via GitHub and CDN into containerized workers.

● Supporting and repeatedly optimizing production deployments of your work.

We would like you to:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1ex2jeNyTA&list=PLy9Z_P3t7XMAqVzS9w0aEAM-2KHFXGf3c&index=13


● Want to be a leader in computer vision with an existing, strong foundational background
in ML.This a requirement for consideration.

● Be excited to dig into state-of-the-art models, validating for accuracy and viability for
cross-application across use cases and species.

● Translate complex jargon and technology into understandable reports for laymen ML
users and consumers.

● Have a strong background in Python programming and development. Open source
contribution experience is desired but not required.

● Dig into traditional software development when that becomes a priority.
● Have experience deploying and maintaining trained models.
● Seek out, expose, and destroy bias in ML models.
● Ask a lot of questions of all data. Proper data prep is a critical step in all ML work.
● Be able to discuss API-design and implementation.
● Be comfortable working in a virtual team environment that spans engineering and

academic contributors.

We’re committed to inclusion and equal opportunity.

Wild Me is an equal opportunity employer. Every qualified applicant will be considered for
employment. We do not discriminate based on race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation,
age, national origin, marital status, sex, disability, political ideology, or veteran status, or other
protected class.

Does this sound like a job for you?

Experience in conservation is not required but enthusiasm is!

Please send a CV or resume to careers@wildme.org. You must be a US citizen or already have
a valid work visa.

mailto:careers@wildme.org

